Welcome to
Introduction
The irony of a large video call is that, although you get to see many
people, you don’t get to spend meaningful time with any of them.
Larger calls slowly turn into a lecture, with everyone watching the one
or two people talking, and holding multiple conversations is
impossible. Gatherly solves this problem by providing a platform that
allows you to flow in, out, and between smaller groups seamlessly.

What makes Gatherly different from other
online platforms?
Gatherly is the most interactive video chat platform in the world. Our company is inspired
by the following ethos:

So why do most online events look like this instead?

Gatherly re-envisions the structure of social interactions online. With Gatherly’s minimap,
attendees can mingle like they would in real life - going from conversation to conversation,
choosing who they want to talk to for however long they want to talk to.

How does networking work on Gatherly?
Gatherly tries not only to mimic, but also to improve upon the in-person networking
experience. In person, you can see the whole room and easily navigate from conversation
to conversation. You can choose who you talk to and how long you want to talk to them.
Gatherly events use a minimap as a vehicle to enable this freedom of movement, giving
you a better overview of the whole event than even in real life.
Below you’ll see a GIF of a Gatherly networking session - the user starts in a 4 person video
call and clicks elsewhere on the minimap to move to a different conversation. Just as in
real life, the person “walks” away from their current video call conversation and moves to a
new video call with their friend Sam.

What does Gatherly look like with many people?
What do all these symbols mean? Why are they moving around? Let’s take a closer look at
the minimap. Below you’ll see the minimap from a social event we held. Each circle is an
ongoing conversation. The number in each circle represents the number of people in that
conversation. The blue squares are people currently not in conversations.
When people click on a circle, they move towards it and join that video call! Easy.

How do I interact with more than just 50 people?
The minimap is only a certain size and my event is 10000+ people? Don’t worry, we’ve heard
this concern before. Gatherly enables conferences of all sizes to have events. In real life,
you don’t have your 50 person event on one floor of the hotel or convention center where
you host the event. You have many floors--all of which have a different name. Each floor

has furniture and a layout that helps people navigate (perhaps in the form of booths,
tables, etc). Additionally, the hotel may have a legend or floorplan that goes along with it.
Again, Gatherly takes inspiration from real life:

On the image above, you’ll notice elevators on the
minimap as well as the floor name “Welcome Lobby.”
When users navigate to the elevators, a modal like the
one on the right appears that allows them to choose a
new floor to visit within the event. With the elevators
and this multi-floor concept, one can have many
hundreds of people all in one hotel.

So how does the user journey look? As you’ll see in the above floor previews--scores of
conversations are all going on at once. People can move from conversation to
conversation and join new groups - and then they can use the elevators to access the
other floors of the hotel, enabling an unlimited number of groups--with an unlimited
number of engaging conversations--to coexist within a larger event.
You’ll also notice that the background map is no longer empty. This is because the
minimap on Gatherly is completely customizable to your needs--more on that in a little bit.

How do I organize my thousands of people into cohesive groups?
You can organize your groups by customizing the Gatherly platform in three ways: floor
name, map design, and brochures.
Floor Name:
As the previous GIF shows, the floor names (i.e. SMB/Retail, Social/Networking/Gig-based,
etc.) are completely customizable.
Map Design:
The map design, too, is also completely customizable to your event as shown below and
can help organize people into groups:
Here’s a few examples of that:

Brochure
Thirdly, you can help people navigate through event info included in the brochure. Think of
it as a glorious combined map legend and event info document.

As you’ll see above, for a 2000-person Academic Fair, we helped people navigate to
different programs by naming the floors after certain subjects. This, combined with having
a minimap of tables as seen above and using the brochure to help people navigate, created
an easy layout for students to search for and find the academic programs they wanted to
talk to.

How do I find, message, and interact with people?

On the right side of the above image you’ll see the People Tab. This is your directory of all
the people in the event and a hub to interact with people. Each row gives information for a
different user. The information provided from left to right is the name of the user, the
name of the floor they are on, a highlight-on-map button that will show you exactly where
on the minimap the user is, and finally a button to private message people.
You’ll also see on the right of the People Tab, there is a Group Chat Tab. This is a chat
between users who are currently in a video call. Each conversation/video call has its own
group chat, and is only accessible by that group.

How do I have a panel, Q&A, speakers, etc. on Gatherly?
Hosting panels, Q&A sessions, and speaker series is as easy as a couple clicks! With our
broadcast feature, administrators can take the stage and address everyone in the room.
To start your broadcast, click the broadcast button located in your personal control tab.

After clicking, you’ll be speaking uninterrupted to the entire floor. Everyone else will be
muted until the broadcast is over.
If you would like to create
a panel, find your fellow
speakers in the People
Tab located under the
floor map. Click the three
dots that appear to the
right of your speaker’s
names and add them to
the broadcast. Now you’re
hosting a panel in front of
the entire room!
If one of your attendees has a question for the speaker, they can raise their hand using the
button at the bottom of their screen. As illustrated below, the attendees’ names will
appear at the top of the people section in the order in which they raise their hands.

Click the three dots next to your question-asker’s name and then add to broadcast so they
can ask their question. Afterwards, click the three dots again and click “remove from
broadcast” once their question has been asked and answered.

Prerecorded videos
One of our clients has found success with the following:
1) Manage input devices
2) Enable Stereo Mix
3) Share screen
4) Unmute Mic

Note that that stereo mix is a sound card feature (not all motherboards have it) only available on
Windows and it takes the output audio and plays it back as an input device. Basically anything
you hear will be picked up. You'll need your speakers/headphones to be connected to sound
card's audio out so external audio devices amplifiers and mixers don't work.

How does Gatherly host multiple sessions?
In Gatherly, like in a real life conference, one can have many things happening on different
floors or bring everyone together for opening ceremonies and announcements. You can
have 3 speakers on 3 different floors and 1 networking floor, etc.
Alternatively, you can use the multi-floor broadcast system to single handedly broadcast
to select floors in your event!

How do I host other types of events on Gatherly?
Poster Fairs
A great example of a poster fair/booth fair we’ve hosted can be seen below (this GIF may
look familiar. No, you are not imagining it).

As you see above, posters are broken up by topic (i.e. shown through floor names) and
different tables represent different posters within a given floor.
To help people navigate, the brochure tells them exactly where to go. For an example of a
brochure for a booth fair/academic fair see below (again, you’re not imagining it. We’re
checking to see if you’re paying attention).

With Gatherly, attendees can fluidly go from poster to poster and even have multiple
conversations happening at one poster, or conversations happening outside of posters,
the type of mingling and networking you see in real life!

